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Aspirating Smoke Detection (ASD) technology 
is the ideal solution for custodial application 
monitoring, offering wide-reaching benefits that 
overcome the numerous application challenges. 

The requirement to install highly effective  
vandal-proof, discrete smoke detection, whilst 
providing false alarm immunity to tobacco smoke 
and stable air flow performance, means that 
traditional point detection is unsuitable for these 
applications.

This guide is designed to provide information 
on using ASDs to meet custodial regulatory 
compliance and how to design a FAAST LTTM 

solution to ensure accurate, reliable smoke 
detection and the highest level of system stability.

Applications

FAAST LTTM aspirating detectors can be used in 
all custodial facilities, in areas including:

• Prison Cells
• Workshops
• Laundries
• Stores
• Classrooms
• Religious facilities
• Administrative offices
• Canteens

Key Criteria

FAAST LTTM combines proven aspirating detection 
technologies together with innovate design 
features that deliver highly reliable, stable smoke 
detection in the toughest environments. The 
device includes high performance laser detection, 
two-stage ultrasonic air flow monitoring, IP64 
rated housing and fully independent chambers, 
enabling one detector to monitor two separate 
areas.

FAAST LTTM also offers advanced tamper proof 
sampling, simplified maintenance and flexible 
operation.

Features & Benefits

• High sensitivity Infrared laser detection
• Ultrasonic air flow monitoring for pipe flow  
       measurement
• Unique air flow pendulum verifies pipe  
       network functionality
• Air flow stable, dual exhaust outlet design
• Efficient, cost effective maintenance 
• Simple design, installation, configuration  
       and monitoring using purpose designed  
       PipeIQ software
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MoJ Standard STD/SPEC/014

FAAST LTTM  is specifically designed to meet all 
relevant custodial monitoring safety standards, 
including the Ministry of Justice (MoJ)  
Standard STD/SPEC/014. Specific design criteria  
includes:

 • The ASD unit cannot be fitted in an area that  
       is normally occupied 
 • The ASD must identify the individual room 
       or space that gives a `fire’ or `fault’ condition
 • Where indicated, a Day/Night mode should 
       be available
 • Pipes smaller than a nominal 25 mm
       diameter shall not be used 
• Exhaust air from ASD units that are sampling   
       cells where tobacco smoking is permitted,  
       cannot be vented into any other area
 • If a purge system is fitted, it should only be  
       operated when the sampling area is verified  
       as empty

Custodial Cell Monitoring

In addition to the criteria mentioned in the section 
above, MoJ Standard STD/E/SPEC/038 details 
the specification for fire detection in cells. 

A cell is described as any room where a prisoner 
or defendant can be detained with no means of  
self-evacuation. 

Due to the need for vandalism/deliberate 
activation immunity, system access and  
ligature-free design requirements, traditional point 
detectors are unsuitable for cell monitoring. 

When designing an ASD system for cell 
monitoring, consider the following guidance:
 
• Where to exhaust the detector 
• How to identify the cell
• The location of sampling points
• Maintenance

Regulatory Compliance

Exhausting the Detector

Exhausting a standard ASD solution can be 
problematic, resulting in flow problems caused by 
the need to vent outside the building; due to the 
fact that air from one cell cannot contaminate any 
other cells.

The unique design of FAAST LTTM overcomes this 
issue with its dual exhaust. This design feature 
allows a single detector to monitor two cells by 
venting each channel back into the original cell. 

In addition, FAAST LTTM has an individual airflow 
monitoring pendulum for each channel, allowing 
further localised airflow tuning, reducing flow 
faults. 

Vandalism Immunity

It is essential that the ASD sample point used in a 
cell is immune to vandalism, and has no ligature 
point. To meet these requirements, FAAST LTTM  
has a specially designed sampling point shown in  
Figure 1 below. 
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Figure 1.

Image a) shows the ligature-free 
sampling point. Image b) shows a 
close-up of the accessory’s sampling 
holes.

a)

b)



Location of Sampling Points

On all new-build or refurbishment projects, ASD 
system sampling points used in cells should be 
ceiling mounted in positions that comply with  
BS 5839. 

In certain cases it may be impossible to mount 
sampling points in this way; therefore a request 
for permission must be submitted to the MoJ 
Estate Directorate Technical Standards. PipeIQ 
design, configuration and monitoring software 
provides simplified device configuration reports to 
support MoJ approval requests. 

If a request to mount a sampling point is 
accepted, the sampling points must be subjected 
to performance tests as outlined by MoJ Standard 
STD/E/SPEC/038. See Figure 2 to the right for 
guidance on sampling point positioning; the 
sampling point should be located at least 500 mm 
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Figure 2.

Configuring the ASD Detector

The MoJ requires that an ASD system passes a set 
of performance tests before it can be used in cells. 

To comply with these tests, the FAAST LTTM .unit 
should be configured using the following settings: 

Alarm Level:  6
Flow Fault delay:  60 seconds
Auxiliary relay:  Flow fault 

An additional setting for Day/Night can also be 
configured to allow increased sensitivity during the 
night, when the risk of false or deliberate alarms is 
less likely. 

See Figure 3 to the left for an example of the  
FAAST LTTM  Device Configuration Report, which 
is created using PipeIQ design, configuration and 
monitoring software (supplied as standard). 

Contact Us

For further information and design support, please  

contact Felix Heck on Tel: +49 151 18965125 /

Email: felix.heck@honeywell.com or visit  

www.faast-detection.com 
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